Gad Saad's Interviews & Videos
(Time stamps & Notes)
Note how Saad's interviews and videos match the book. The same talking points,
same MPs, same shift of focus toward his people and the same acceptance and
reinforcement of anti-White precepts, narrative, etc. In all these interviews, Saad
upholds and perpetuates the anti-White narrative about WWII. The topics of
Jews, the Holocaust and the anti-White WWII religion arise time and time again.
As with the book, it is clear who the focus and attention is placed on and it is not
the West or Westernkind.

Note for the reader:
Time stamps underlined and in bold are those considered most important and
recommended for use in videos related to the subject. Please watch the specific
video time stamp for the accompanying notes to make sense and to understand
the full context and reasoning behind them. Thank you.

Below you'll find extra video sources that include the topics discussed in each
time stamp and additional commentary. Note how:
1. Liberalism, progressivism, "French" postmodernism, , Islam, "social justice
warriors", Western ethos/values (abstractionism), "anti-semitism"/"Jew-hatred"
are the most common topics.
2. Tribute to the anti-White WWII religion is present in every interview listed,
with mentions of "nazis", "holocaust deniers", "Adolf Hitler" and more.
3. Anti -White slurs ("nazi", "neo-nazi", "racist" etc) are used and never refuted.
4. Saad's identity as a "Lebanese-Jew", his victimization during the Lebanese
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civil war as a child and "anti-Semitism"/"Jew-hatred" are in most if not all the
listed sources. The victimization of Whites is mentioned only in passing and
never described as victimization.

Interviews about the book
Pathogens of Wokeness are destroying the West https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ycr0CQBGfkk
Notice Saad's prophet style (Moses) image in this video and the nonsensical title.
"Pathogens of wokeness" describes nothing about the collective of memepathogens that are destroying the West.

. 1:55-2:45 - Begins by establishing himself as an authority with a
story/background making him especially suited to deal with these pathogens and
issues.
- Speaking of the Holocaust and "holocaust deniers": "the most grotesque reality
that the world has arguably ever seen"
- Reinforces the anti-White slur "racist"
- "reflex to shut down people" - As usual, Saad says one thing and does the
opposite. His reflex toward Mr. Kohne was to immediately shut him down with
no regard for truth or evidence to support his accusations.
- Diverts the taboos of academia to "sex differences" or "criticizing Islam" etc
- "enshrining these fascistic ideas as progressive"
- Diverts from the nature of these meme-pathogens

. 4:05-5:50 - The interviewer asks, "Who wrote this playbook?"
- Note Saad's incorrect answer to the question and compare it to how we discuss
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this anti-White playbook in Going Free.

. 5:48-7:27 - "if you have principles that are worthy of defense"
Note: It is about more than principles, and Saad isn't giving people any methods
of defense or curatives for those meme-pathogens. Saying "activate your inner
honey badger" does nothing. You are a Westman with a subconscious that is
infected, not a damn honey badger. There are no lions or venomous snakes for
you to fight in the subconscious. It is you versus the anti-Whiteism within you.

. 15:52-16:54 - The interviewer asks: "What about the race card?"
Again, Saad gives a non-response and the interviewer reveals the ignorance of
every vague. Vagues do not know how to respond and at best they defend, but we
"attack" and use the anti-White's momentum against them.
Here is a perfect opportunity to answer the interviewer's question from a GO
FREE perspective.

Discussing The Parasitic Mind with Historian of Science Michael
Shermer (THE SAAD TRUTH_1175) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mdeBEpSTCuk

. 4:25-7:44 - Explains what the "parasitic mind" is and lays the claim for the
origin of the book's main theme.
- Includes the MP that these "ideas" (aka meme-pathogens) start with good
intentions, thus removing culpability from the originators of these MPs (antiWhites).
*Note: The same response about the origin for "idea pathogens" is found in Saad's interview with
Jordan Peterson. Time stamps for this interview can be found below in this file.
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. 9:44-12:40
- The most ridiculous example of the anti-White fiction of "racism". Saad always
brings it back to his people, further reinforces "racist" and "anti-semitic" as slurs
and finishes with a "graceful" landing on the WWII religion. Because you're never
too far from the Holocaust, right?

. 16:28- 17:24
- This part is about the truth, Saad's "purist" attitude to never sacrifice even a bit
of it and how he won't change the truth for "social justice warrior" reasons.
However, he will sacrifice the truth to slander a White positive man with antiWhite slurs and protect himself from competition. Both Saad and the "social
justice warriors" are using the same anti-White slurs, the same anti-White memepathogens and precepts because they are both anti-White.

- A question we should ask Mr. Saad is "Would you sacrifice the truth if you can
reach anti-White conclusions by doing so?" Because that is what happened.
Slandering a man that is doing what YOU claim to want to do (end these MPs)
will have anti-White conclusions. Look at all the fans that believed your lie, they
won't research Mr. Kohne's work and you wouldn't want them to, because it is
better and you know it.

- What evidence did he have for his claims against Mr. Kohne? Where was the
"nomological network of cumulative evidence"? Nowhere.
MP: Western values (as if they exist separate from Western people).
Potential MC: There are no Western values without Westernkind.
*Note: This is easily proven - we carry Western civilization where we go and where we are erased,
it is erased.

31:32-32:28 - "The fact that Islam may or may not be violent - and read the book
to know if it is or not - doesn't suggest that Islam will be blood thirsty every single
day of the week."
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- Ends with upholding "liberalism" - aka European erasure of the West.

42:00-43:34 + 46:10
- The core themes of his book: truth & freedom.
As proven in the notes and his videos, Saad doesn't care about the truth or
freedom. Who has championed and evolved these more than the European race?
Who values them more than the European race? Nobody. And their survival is
dependent on our wellbeing, not on abstractions.
- At the end, Shermer says "you can't challenge it". Yes you can, and we (White
positive sphere) know how.

43:34 + 46:10: "all roads lead to me being a nazi bigot".
- All roads lead to anti-Whiteism/anti-White conclusions (+ anti-nature, antiscience, etc). Yet it is all rooted in anti-Whiteism first and foremost, it is antiWhiteism that opened the Pandora's box for these meme-pathogens. If
Westernkind were strong, anti-science, anti-biological, anti-truth memepathogens would have been cut at the root.

1:11:35-1:14:15
- Moral hypocrite
- Saad says we should judge and that some things are intolerable.
Then we refuse to tolerate anti-Whiteism. Why should we tolerate any belief
system that is based on anti-White precepts like "racism" or "anti-semitism"
which is code for "racism"?

1:28:30-1:32:20 - Liberalism and libertarianism with an anti-Western foundation
are assumed to be "Western principles".
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1:33:15-1:36:40
- "DIE religion". Check the "DIE cult" section of the book notes.
- "ethos" is what separates the West from Lebanon? (Abstractionism)
- Race denial - as he has exbihited before, race denial when it fits anti-White
conclusions and race realism when it fits anti-White conclusions.

Dr. Gad Saad on how parasitic ideas are entering and ruining your
mind - Tom Bilyeu - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueN7SvblDkA
1:15 - 4:04 - nature vs nurture as a false dichotomy + our differences ("it is not the
similarities that make us the same, it is the differences that make us different")
- Anti-Whiteism is antithetical to science/truth.
- Antithetical to truth as anecdotally "evidenced" by Gad Saad's response to the
truth that Mr. Kohne originated the idea of memetic-pathogens and how to cure
them.

13:10-14:35
"Nobody is speaking up about it." - Tom Bilyeu. Not true, we are, but because of
anti-Whites like Saad, he is less likely to hear about it.

15:37-24-23
- Listen to what he says the common thread between meme-pathogens is, he
doesn't say its anti-Whiteism. Anti-Whiteism is never mentioned.
- Note the nonsense reasons Saad gives for the motivations of anti-Whites who
call themselves postmodernists. "They did it to get laid"...

29:20-33:30
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- Returns to the anti-White WWII religion, as usual.
- Within his explanation is the answer, they did it because of their anti-White
cult, the belief that if they don't engage in European erasure, race denial etc, then
Whites will be able to defend themselves against anti-Whiteism.

1:10:10-1:05:00
- What about professor Ricardo Duchesne?
- Uses the anti-White slur "neo-nazis" to describe the Faith Goldy's audience. He
has no evidence, just slurs. Where is the adherence to truth he rambles on and on
about in his book and interviews?

1:09:10-1:18:04
- "inoculate you against the natural inclination of tribalism". There it is! The
purpose is suppressing European ethnocentrism, because we know this only
works on Europeans, never on non-Europeans. Non-Whites never de-tribalize
regardless of how many times tribalism, ethnocentrism or identity-politics are
deconstructed and pathologized.
- Classical liberalism - aka abstractionism and racial erasure
- Note the erasure of the national identities created by Europeans. You can't be a
non-White American or Canadian, these are anti-White terms.
- "escape a shithole and live my life in dignity" and Saad repays Canadians by
spreading the anti-European meme-pathogens that are destroying Canada and
turning it into the same kind of "shithole" he escaped from. If Saad supported
Canada more than his Jewish identity then he'd stand up for White wellbeing,
because there was no Canada until the European race arrived in North America
and created it. However, he keeps his energies and focus on his people, their
identity and Israel.
- More abstractionism. Reduces being American, Canadian, etc to values and not
peoples. Civic "nationalism" - an anti-European and anti-racial meme-pathogen.
A contradiction in terms. Civic "nationalism" is simply code for White
erasure/racial erasure.
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- All politics are identity-politics. The West is not Lebanon, but Saad projects
Lebanon's issues and his problems with non-Jews on the West. What we're
dealing with isn't "identity politics", it is anti-Whiteism. Check the section of the
notes titles "On identity-politics as an idea pathogen" for more detail.
- "The reality is that the idea-pathogens that I speak of are wholy due to academic
Left." Saad either doesn't understand it is anti-Whiteism or does and is
misdirecting it into liberals vs conservatives, democrats vs republicans, liberal vs
illiberal societies, etc

1:37:00-1:37:54
- Uses Bret Kavanaugh's example and presumption of innocence
- What he describes is exactly what he did to Mr. Kohne, and if not specifically for
tribal/ethnic interests then at least for self-interest. He did not investigate the
work, he moved straight to anti-White slander.
- Brings it back to being a "classical liberal".
- Continuing until 1:40:24 - "I should be emperor of the world". Mr. Saad is
clearly pleased with himself...

1:48:37-1:50:10
- What's the cause for not being intellectually curious about someone who claims
to have originated the idea of meme-pathogens before you and has proof for the
claim? Did Mr. Saad not feel curious to compare works, to learn?

Discussing the parasitic mind with former adult film star Eva Lovia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiVbs9SnH7o
*Note: Compare Mr. Kohne's interaction with Electre to Saad's interaction with Lovia. Check the end of this
interview and you'll see what I mean.
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3:00-3:40 - Saad's reasons for writing the book

3:45-5:00 - Answering why has he not been cancelled yet.
- "I also think I'm protected by my identity." - Gad Saad

16:38-17:21
1. Even anti-Whiteism is seen through the lens of the anti-White WWII religion...
2. Here is a good opportunity to pause at the end and answer the interviewer's
question.

18:05-18:48 - Saad's code of conduct.

26:50-27:55
- "woke logic", you mean anti-White precepts?
- All roads lead to anti-White conclusions, not "bigotry"
- The thing you must absolutely not do is be White, heterosexual and engaged in
reproduction with another Westman because that is White positive, and they're
anti-White.

34:45-36:34
- Plenty of people have made this comparison about hair color and feminists, etc
- Claims he got the idea about mental pathogens from neuroparasites in other
species.
- The anti-Whiteism comes from a parasite: the anti-White - but he won't tell you
that. Check the section on "Ostrich Parasitic Syndrome" for more details.
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40:50-42:00
- "wrongly accusing people of being White supremacists, White nationalists" uses them as anti-White slurs. This is what he did to Mr. Kohne and the White
wellbeing community. Here is a perfect time to show his defamatory tweets.

46:50-47:41 - He actually said "anti-Whiteism". Interesting, since it is never
mentioned once in his book.

58:14-59:30 - "I call postmodernism the grand-Daddy of all idea pathogens".
- If we research the origins of postmodernism, will I find anti-Whites? Yes, yes we
will.

1:06:38-1:09:40 mentions 3 main "French postmodernists":
1. Jacques Derrida who is Jewish yet Saad calls him French.
2. Jacques Lacan
3. Michel Foulcaut
Regardless of the race of these men, what matters is they are anti-White.
What Saad calls "French" postmodernism is:
1. Not French
2. It is anti-Whiteism, and despite Saad's theory of their intentions, they knew
what they were doing.
3. Unlike what Saad says, postmodernism didn't arise so they could "peacock"
and "get laid".

1:21:00-1:23:00 - Notice the slurs used are all anti-White slurs, and all are
dangerous slander because in this anti-White regime, Whites are considered
devils.
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1:23:07-1:26:15 - A return to the anti-White WWII cult and praise for Whites
killing Whites in a brothers' war.
- "nothing worth fighting for comes without a risk"
Implying WWII was worth it. Whites killing Whites was worth it? A war which
any courageous and honest historian would say could and should have been
avoided, was worth it? Why? Because "nazis". Another example of the antiWhite's sickening obsession with gloryfing anti-White wars.

Abandon Ideology | Gad Saad - The Jordan B. Peterson Podcast
#S4E6 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eBcKlBaaoc
. 3 minutes into the interview and the anti-White WWII cult is already
mentioned.

6:45- Saad claims to not have a political tribe, yet throughout The Parasitic Mind,
his political and ethnic motivations are laid bare.

19:00-20:25 - Returns to the subject of Israel (Palestinian vs Zionist conflict)
using the example of "Queers for Palestine".

20:45-22:45 - Saad explains the difference between Dawkins' work on memetics
and his own approach.

29:00-34:15 - Discusses the main "idea pathogens" and what unites them.
Claims these "idea pathogens" start from a "noble place". Calls Franz Boas'
"cultural relativism" a "noble cause".
"So I think if I were to look for a conciliant explanation as to why all these idea
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pathogens arise, its because they start off with a kernel of truth, with a noble
cause, but then they metamorphosize into bullshit." - Gad Saad

1:16:45-1:26:30 - Discussing the nomological networks referenced in Saad's
book and their origin. Saad mentions having epistemic humility but where was
this "epistemic humility" regarding Mr. Kohne, his work (Go Free) and the White
wellbeing community?
1:37:00-1:37:20 - "I disagree with any form of lying." - Gad Saad

Videos on Gad Saad's channel
Reject the Shackles of Identity Politics - Honor Your Individuality https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4JpoFAJnJE

Note the title and the individualism MPs that leave Whites without brotherhood,
vulnerable to anti-Whiteism and White erasure.
MP: "Identity politics" is a meme-pathogen.

The Perils of Whiteness - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OonOR-9mQoI&t=41s
*Note: Saad is reading and commenting on an anti-White's article.
Notice he uses the anti-White Martin Loser King in the thumbnail as a symbol of
what we should be or strive for. Doesn't Saad know MLK was an anti-White
degenerate? Check the FBI files on this individual if you want more details.
- Uses the anti-White term "Whiteness". Noel Ignatiev and his call to abolish
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"Whiteness" is the most well known example of how anti-Whites use this term.

0-1:00 - "racism masquerading as progressivism."
The anti-White precept of "racism" is reinforced.

2:30-2:58 - While claiming to be all about the truth, Saad pushes race denial and
doesn't acknowledge it as an MP.

3:45 - Allows several of anti-White lies to pass without refuting any and doubles
down on the race denial MP.

3:50-4:40 - Saad gives credence to the anti-White superstition of "White
supremacy" being a virus and adds his book on top of it. No doubt he'd call
"racism" a mind virus as well. Check the "Predictions" section of the book notes
for more details.

4:40-6:46 - This phenomenon is easily explained by anti-Europeanism, nonWhites are always victims, Whites are always oppressors.

6:45-8:33
- Meme-pathogen of: "multiracial whiteness"
- He ends by reading it through his lens of experiences in Lebanon, but this is
different, this isn't just "deep tribal fault-lines led to the massacre of hundreds of
thousands of people" as he says.
- The video concludes with a "misdirection" / abstraction about throwing away
Western values instead of the root cause which is anti-Whiteism. If it makes you
"throw away" Western values, is it not anti-Western?
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Death of the West - Demography Is Indeed Destiny https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drgP0-fk22U
Notice the title of the video is "Death of the West" but in it's entirety it is about
"Jew-hatred" and the effect non-European immigration will have for Saad's
people. This proves all the points laid out in our notes. The Parasitic Mind isn't
about the West, it is about Saad's people, their narrative, their concerns, their
wellbeing. Saad's concern about immigration into the West isn't about the "death
of the West" but whether or not his people will suffer as a result.
Check the accompanying video breakdown file if you'd like more details.

Recovering from Whiteness - 12 Steps Program (THE SAAD TRUTH_
1249) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7qSPtpeSec
Note: This video is best critiqued in its entirety and therefore no specific time
stamps are given. Saad critiques this anti-White program but attacks the solution
(Go Free) that could cure this disease. A fact his White "fans" should be made
aware of.
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